However, this document is aimed at those responsible for providers (such as an
outdoor learning centre or facility), to give some understanding of what is expected
of them, by signposting areas of OEAP National Guidance relevant to the selection
and use of providers by establishments.

General Expectations
For information on what establishments are advised to look for when selecting a
provider, and on how to work with a provider, see OEAP National Guidance
documents 4.4g “Selecting External Providers and Facilities” and
4.4h “Using External Providers”.

Accreditation and Licensing
Many types of accreditation of centres and other providers are available. Although
these can be useful for those in the know, they can be confusing to schools and
other establishments. Establishments are therefore recommended to look for
providers which hold a Learning Outside the Classroom Quality Badge – for
information about this see lotcqualitybadge.org.uk. This can be obtained via the
accreditation schemes of AHOEC and BAPA among others.
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In reality, some establishments may not have the knowledge or experience to
distinguish between different providers, to set expectations of them or to make the
most of them. Providers therefore have an important role in helping establishments
to make the right choices for their young people. This is much more than a
marketing exercise – it is a serious responsibility for ensuring the best outcomes for
all participants.
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Most of OEAP National Guidance provides advice for establishments (such as
schools, colleges and youth services) which offer opportunities for outdoor learning
and offsite visits to young people on their rolls, and for their staff and employers.
It does not set out to offer comprehensive guidance to providers which offer
services (such as activities or accommodation) to such establishments – for such
support, providers are referred to organisations such as:
• The Institute for Outdoor Learning (IOL) www.outdoor-learning.org;
• The Association of Heads of Outdoor Education Centres (AHOEC) ahoec.org;
• The British Activity Providers Association (BAPA) www.thebapa.org.uk.
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Manager of an Outdoor Learning Centre
or Facility

If you provide activities within scope of the Adventure Activities Licensing
Regulations 2004 then you must hold a licence from the Adventure Activities
Licensing Authority (AALA). See OEAP National Guidance document
3.2f “AALA Licensing”. If you are required to hold a licence, you will need this
before you can be awarded a Learning Outside the Classroom Quality Badge.

Health and Safety
You should ensure that:
• appropriate arrangements are in place for the health, safety and welfare of all
staff and participants;
• a culture of safety exists;

•
•

all external transport providers comply with legal and employer requirements;
appropriate facility-related maintenance and inspection systems are in place,
including relevant areas such as buildings, furniture and fittings, fire, legionella,
electricity and electrical appliances, gas, heating systems, working at heights,
and hazardous substances;

•

accommodation and facilities are fit for purpose and as described in your
customer information;
you have implemented current recommended measures to prevent the
transmission of coronavirus.

•

You may find the following OEAP National Guidance documents useful, although
there are many other areas of facility-related safety management that you may
need to consider that are not addressed by OEAP National Guidance:
• 4.3c “Risk Management ‒ an Overview”
• 3.2d “Approval of Leaders”
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•
•
•

risks are identified and appropriately managed;
a clearly stated and defined management and responsibility structure is in place;
you have access to appropriate technical advice;
agreed operational procedures are implemented, monitored and reviewed;
all staff are appropriately and currently competent;
a current list of staff qualifications and responsibilities is available;
equipment is fit for purpose and appropriate to the activity and group;
appropriate accident, incident and emergency protocols are in place;
appropriate equipment maintenance and inspection systems are in place;
appropriate first aid cover is readily available at all times;
responsibility for the supervision and welfare of participants is clearly defined;
appropriate arrangements are in place for the remote supervision of
unaccompanied groups;
the psychological impact and physical impact of activities are taken into account.
vehicles are roadworthy, meeting both legal and employer requirements;
drivers meet current legal and employer requirements;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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If you hold a Learning Outside the Classroom Quality Badge, your potential
customers know that you meet the accepted standards for safety and educational
quality, and should not need to ask you about these. This can save you much
administrative work.

4.2a “Group Leadership and Supervision”
4.4b “First Aid”
4.5b “Transport in Minibuses”
4.5d “Seat Belts and Child Restraints”
4.4k “Coronavirus”

Sometimes, as part of the process of checking whether a provider is suitable,
potential customers ask providers for copies of their risk assessments. If you have
suitable evidence of meeting health and safety standards, such as appropriate
accreditation, this should not be necessary. OEAP National Guidance provides
advice about this in document 6a “FAQ: Asking for a Provider’s Risk Assessments”

Safeguarding

Other Expectations and Legal Requirements
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You should ensure that appropriate safeguarding and child protection arrangements
are in place, and that the allocation of responsibilities for the implementation of
these, including supervision, are clearly understood by visiting establishments. The
following OEAP National Guidance documents may be useful, although they are
aimed at establishments, not providers:
• 4.3e “Safeguarding”
• 3.2g “Vetting and DBS Checks”
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•
•
•
•
•

You should check whether your provision is in the scope of the Package Travel
Regulations, and if so ensure that you comply with them ‒ see OEAP National
Guidance document 3.2h “Visits and the Package Travel Regulations”.

You must make reasonable adjustments for inclusion in accordance with the
requirements of the Equality Act ‒ see OEAP National Guidance document
3.2e “Inclusion”.
You should ensure that the wording of your contracts, and their terms and
conditions including those for deposits, payments, cancellations and refunds, are
clear and fair. Certain types of disclaimer or waiver are illegal. See OEAP National
Guidance document 3.2i “Contracts and Waivers”.
If you work with schools, it can be helpful to know the legal restrictions that apply
to them about charging for activities. See OEAP National Guidance document
3.2c “Charging for School Activities”.

General Advice
You should ensure that:
• your operational procedures comply with any guidance provided by your
employer;
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You must ensure that you handle all personal data in compliance with the Data
Protection Act ‒ see OEAP National Guidance document
4.4j “Participant Information and Data Protection”.

there is effective leadership and management;
there is effective internal and external communication;
staff recruitment and development policies are in place;
appropriate levels of insurance are in place, including public liability;
any sub-contractors you use should operate to the same standards as apply to
your own operations.
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To meet customer care expectations, you should ensure that:
• the aims and objectives of programmes are agreed with group leaders, and the
programme design and delivery reflects these;
• programmes incorporate reviewing activities as appropriate, in order to
maximise participants’ learning and development – see OEAP National Guidance
document 4.2c “Reviewing”;
• amenities, facilities and the nature of the activity programmes offered are
described fairly and accurately;
• group leaders and participants are informed that in the interests of safety it
may, on occasion, be necessary to cancel or modify advertised activities;
• the individual needs of all participants are addressed;
• group leaders and participants are informed of any special rules and
requirements that may apply;
• a clear and transparent charging policy is in place;
• a customer complaints procedure is in place;
• a system for obtaining customer feedback is in place;
• a suitable and effective administration system is in place;
• the outcomes of programmes are evaluated – see OEAP National Guidance
document 5.1d “Evaluation”
• there are appropriate arrangements for the monitoring and evaluation of
provision, ensuring compliance with statutory requirements.
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•
•
•
•
•

